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Making spaces
agile

Agile working is all about 
creating a space that  
provides choice

Born out of two decades of  
manufacturing bespoke reception 
areas, Workagile was created to design 
workplace furniture that explores the 
relationship between staff wellbeing  
and productivity.

With strong emphasis on the need for 
adaptability in today's ever-evolving 
workplaces, we conceive innovative 
designs that encourage communication, 
collaboration and creativity around  
the world. 

We believe that a truly agile workplace 
will always provide choice and our ethos 
is all about creating spaces that offer 
just that; this is how we thrive in making 
spaces agile.



Nimble provides flexibility within multi-
functioning rooms. No paper? No problem. 
Choose a writeable surface finish and,  
with its folding mechanism, Nimble can  
be transformed from a meeting table to  
a presentation board within seconds. 

The very same mechanism makes it quick and 
easy to fold up and store away your Nimble 
tables, freeing up the space for other activities.

Multi-purpose
functionality



It’s all in  
the detail

Look closely and you'll see the attention  
to detail that goes into all our products

Safety pin system keeps table 
folded securely. Simply release to 

unfold for quick & easy use

Non-marking 100mm rubber 
swivel castors allow for smooth,  

simple movementConnecting twist clips under  
the top hold the table in place  

when in use

Provision for additional electrical 
or multimedia options, including 

cable entry module

Unique elliptical 60 x 30mm steel 
support frame for peak robustness  

& stability

All table sizes are available with 
either squared or rounded corners



151-200(0/1/2/3)

2400 x 1000 x 750 (mm)

151-200(4/5/6/7)

2800 x 1000 x 750 (mm)

151-20(08/09/10/11)

3000 x 1000 x 750 (mm)

151-201(2/3/4/5)

2400 x 1200 x 750 (mm)

151-201(6/7/8/9)

2800 x 1200 x 750 (mm)

151-202(0/1/2/3)

3000 x 1200 x 750 (mm)

Cutting edge 
creations

Nimble tables are available in multiple sizes 
which all fold up neatly for easy storage

WHEN FOLDED

1800 x 580 (mm)



Nimble is available in a breadth of table  
top and frame finishes to compliment  
any workspace, including a creative  
writeable surface. 

All tables come with large diameter brake 
castors, meaning they can be wheeled 
effortlessly by one person to or from any 
location and, with its slim, foldable design, 
Nimble can glide through corridors, lifts and 
doorways with ease.

Dynamic
design



Finishing 
touches

Accessories can further enhance the multi-
functionality of our Nimble tables, including 
sockets, power modules and relevant cabling...

WHITE

Standard

GREY

Standard

OAK

Standard

Melamine Work Surface Options

Writeable Work Surface Options

WHITE

Standard

BLACK

Standard

Frame & Castor Options

BLACK

Standard

GREY

Standard

WHITE

Standard

ELM

Standard

...which can all neatly connect underneath 
when tables are joined using the linking clip

3 WAY DISTRIBUTER

POWER CABLE

CONNECTION CABLES

POWER MODULES



Salutogenesis is a medical approach focusing 
on factors that support health and well-being; 
an approach at the heart of our work in today's 
evolving workplaces.

The term itself means 'sources of health' and 
originates from the Latin word 'salus' (health) 
and the Greek word 'genesis' (source).

Approaching
Salutogenesis



As nature 
intended

We only use timber from sustainable sources, certified by the 
Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC®) and Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).

Our environmental management is evidenced by our ISO 9000 
and ISO 14001 accreditation, as well as our partnerships with 
the FISP and the World Land Trust.

We even plant a tree for 
every order we receive to 
offset our footprint!



Explore our website to 
discover our other agile 
furniture solutions.
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